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Introduction
In order to verify the demand response
function of virtual power plant based on
blockchain technology, this paper constructs
an integrated monitoring platform based on
the micro-grid in State Grid Shanghai
Electrical Power Research Institude. The
platform takes the distributed photovoltaic,
charging
pile,
energy
storage,
air
conditioning and any other adjustable loads
as trading users.When there is a major gap
between power supply and power demand,
the platform will automatically organize the
various trading users to participate in the
transaction through the smart contract
technology of blockchain.
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This architecture can further ensure data
security and ensure the efficient operation of
the platform. At the same time, the automatic
compensation
mechanism
and
corresponding polling rules are configured to
ensure the success rate and stability of
uplink operation.

Realization of the functions
The virtual power plant platform based on
blockchain specifically includes six main
functions. These are user management,
resource management, prediction and
analysis,
transaction
management,
scheduling control, green currency incentive.

Fig3 Functions of the virtual power plant platform
based on blockchain
Fig1 Resources in the demonstration area

Blockchain construction scheme
The platform is deployed in the Internet
region of the State Grid. The platform
transfers the data to the sidechain by
invoking the API service of the sidechain, so
as to realize the uplink application
requirements of power load data, power
generation data, energy storage data,
demand response information, transaction
bill, green currency incentive data.

Fig2 Deployment architecture of the blockchain
platform

Fig4 The interfaces of platform business process

Conclusions
Generally the platform can improve the
degree of automation through smart contract
and can promote trusted transactions
through the whole process data saving in the
blockchain. The platform can be applied in
other virtual power plants composed by
distributed resources. It also can improve the
development of new energy industry and the
construction of power trading.
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